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Abstract
Journals and institutions have important complementary roles to play in cases of suspected research
and publication misconduct. Journals should take responsibility for everything they publish and
should alert institutions to cases of possible serious misconduct but should not attempt to investigate
such cases. Institutions should take responsibility for their researchers and for investigating cases of
possible misconduct and for ensuring journals are informed if they have published unreliable or
misleading articles so that these can be retracted or corrected. Journals and institutions should have
policies in place for handling such cases and these policies should respect their different roles.
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Introduction: why journals and
institutions need to work together
on cases of suspected misconduct?
Journal editors are often the first people

to become aware of possible misconduct and the-
refore have a responsibility to respond appro-
priately. Journals also have a responsibility for
everything they publish and should take appro-
priate remedial action if they discover they
have published anything misleading or fraudu-
lent. However, editors should not attempt to
undertake formal investigations into research
misconduct since they have neither the exper-
tise, nor the legal standing, nor the resource to
do so. Investigating misconduct should be the
responsibility of the institution where the indi-
vidual researcher was working at the time the
alleged offences occurred. Therefore, it is im-
portant for journals and institutions to cooperate

and exchange information over cases of pos-
sible misconduct. Until recently, little guidance
was available on this topic, but in 2012, the
Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) pub-
lished guidelines [1] to complement their other
guidance for editors such as the COPE flow-
charts [2]. This article is based on various
COPE guidelines and on my experience as
Chair of COPE (from 2009–2012) and atten-
dance at COPE Forum meetings (since 2006) at
which editors and publishers discuss trouble-
some cases.

The COPE flowcharts suggest actions edi-
tors should take to handle a variety of specific
types of misconduct such as plagiarism or redun-
dant publication. However, some cases do not fit
neatly into any particular category or include se-
veral types of misconduct. I propose some gene-
ric guidelines applicable in all situations (Box 1).
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Box 1. Principles for how journals should handle cases of suspected misconduct
1. Assess
Gather readily available information so you can document your concerns clearly but do not attempt to
do a full investigation.
Avoid actions that might jeopardize an investigation.
2. Give people an opportunity to explain
Contact the person/people suspected of misconduct, describe your concern and ask for an explanation.
If possible, contact all authors, not just the corresponding author.
Use neutral language. Do not accuse individuals of misconduct but simply set out the facts (e.g. that
you found a high degree of similarity with the text in another article).
In cases occurring before publication, explain that the peer review process will be suspended until the
issue is resolved, do not simply reject the work, even if you are unlikely to publish it
Inform researchers that if you do not get a satisfactory response you may contact their institution(s)
and request an investigation..
3. Seek an investigation
If the researchers do not respond, or cannot provide a satisfactory response, contact their institution or
employer and request an investigation.
If the institution does not respond or refuses to investigate, consider contacting other relevant bodies
such as the research funder, a national research integrity organization, or a professional organization.
4. Protect readers from potentially misleading work
If you have clear evidence that a publication is unreliable (ideally confirmed by an institutional
investigation), consider a retraction (or correction if only a small part of the work is affected). If you
have unconfirmed but strong suspicions, consider publishing an expression of concern.
5. Have clear journal policies and processes
Establish a policy for handling suspected misconduct. This might include reference to the COPE
flowcharts, use of standard letters (e.g. those provided by COPE and CSE), a policy of when and how
to contact an institution, and a policy on retractions and expressions of concern (e.g. based on the
COPE guidelines).
6. Educate authors and reviewers
Provide clear instructions to authors and reviewers explaining what is expected of them. Publish
editorials to remind authors of journal policies. Review policies periodically to ensure they are up-to-
date and to learn from any previous cases.

How do journal editors become aware
of possible misconduct?
Journals may receive evidence of possible

misconduct from a number of sources including
peer reviewers, readers, and whistleblowers. In-
creasingly, journals also screen submissions for
some forms of misconduct (most commonly pla-
giarism, redundant publication, and image mani-
pulation) and must therefore react when prob-
lems are detected by these processes. Whatever
the source, any evidence of possible miscon-
duct should be taken seriously. However, allega-
tions must be well grounded and journals may
choose not to respond to vague allegations, or
may require more concrete evidence to back
them up before taking further action.

How much investigation should
journals do?
Journals are not equipped to perform a full

investigation, and this role must be left to the

author's (or reviewer's) institution or employer.
However, editors need to gather enough infor-
mation to determine whether the case should be
pursued, and to describe concerns to those sus-
pected of misconduct and, if the researchers
cannot provide a reasonable explanation, to their
institution.

In some cases, editors may seek advice
from experts to obtain further opinions and in-
formation (e.g. they may request additional peer
review on a submitted or published article). In
such cases, if suspicions of misconduct are sha-
red, every effort should be made to ensure that
this process is confidential (i.e. the name of the
person suspected of misconduct is not revealed
to the expert(s) and the need for confidentiality
is stressed). In the case of allegations about
published work, it is usually impossible to mask
the identity of the author, so editors should take
especial care when passing any information
outside the journal and should remember that
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sharing allegations about identifiable indivi-
duals could constitute defamation.

Tools such as text-matching software or
techniques to identify image manipulation may
be helpful to quantify a concern or check the
validity of an accusation.

When should people suspected of
misconduct be contacted?
When the journal has well-founded suspi-

cions and has documented the circumstances
and details of the case, these should be passed
to the individual(s) suspected of misconduct.
When a case arises before publication it is best
to suspend the peer review process rather than
reject the submission, even if the journal intends
to reject the work later. Authors are more likely
to respond before rather than after their work
has been rejected, since, once it has been rejec-
ted there is a risk they will ignore communi-
cations from the first journal and simply submit
the work to another journal, perhaps after
removing the evidence of misconduct.

How should people suspected
of misconduct be contacted?
The journal's concerns should be stated in

neutral terms avoiding any accusation of mis-
conduct. For example, rather than using the word
plagiarism, editors should ask authors to explain
the large amounts of matching text found in
another document. The Council of Science Edi-
tors (in collaboration with COPE) provides tem-
plate wording for various situations which may
be helpful [3].

The communication (usually by email)
should explain the procedure the journal intends
to follow, e.g. stating that peer review has been
suspended and describing what the journal will
do if a satisfactory response is not forthcoming.
Ideally, all authors (not just the corresponding
author) should be contacted. Author contact de-
tails may be available from bibliographic data-
bases or institutional websites if they are not in
the journal database.

The identity of informants or whistleblo-
wers must be protected.

When should institutions be contacted?
In virtually all cases, the individual authors

or reviewers should be given a chance to res-
pond to the journal’s concerns and the institu-

tion is only contacted if the explanation is un-
satisfactory, the researcher(s) admit miscon-
duct, or there is no response. However, in very
serious cases, or if the editor believes that con-
tacting the individual researcher might cause
them to destroy evidence that might be needed
for an investigation, it may be advisable to con-
tact the institution at the same time as, or even
before, alerting the researcher(s).

Editors may be concerned that contacting
an institution could lead to an unfair or dis-
proportionate investigation. They may be espe-
cially concerned about contacting institutions if
they have no knowledge of how cases of sus-
pected misconduct might be handled. It is hard
to know the extent to which such concerns are
justified or how editors should balance their
worries about how an individual will be treated
with the journal's responsibility to pass on in-
formation about cases of possible misconduct
so that the institution can investigate them. Not
only is the institution the appropriate organiza-
tion to investigate the behaviour of its resear-
chers, but if journals share information about
suspected misconduct, such information may
provide evidence for an on-going investigation
into other problems, highlight training needs,
or inform institutional policies.

How should institutions be contacted?
The first task is to identify the right per-

son to contact. The ease of doing this varies
greatly between countries. If a university has a
designated research integrity officer (as they
usually do in the USA) this makes the editor's
life much easier. If somebody with responsebi-
lity for research integrity cannot be identified
from the website, a senior person such as a
Dean or Pro-Vice Chancellor should be contac-
ted. The journals' concerns should be set out
objectively and concisely. It may be helpful to
explain what further information the journal
would be willing to release to the institution
and what it is not prepared to share (e.g. to
protect the identity of whistleblowers or peer
reviewers).

Sadly, institutions do not always respond
to journals' requests for an investigation, or
may be unwilling to share information with
journals [4]. Persistence is sometimes required,
first to find the correct person to contact, and
then to get a response. Recorded delivery letters
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may be more effective than emails in eliciting a
response. If there is no response from the insti-
tution despite repeated communications, the edi-
tor should try contacting other organizations such
as the research funder, professional bodies (e.g.
medical licensing organizations in the case of
doctors), or a national research integrity organi-
zation. Unfortunately, most countries do not have
a national research integrity organization, and
even when they exist, their remit may be limited
(e.g. the Office for Research Integrity in the USA
considers only cases of fabrication, falsification,
or plagiarism in federally funded health research
– it will not consider other issues, such as author-
ship disputes, or commercially funded research).

The need for journal policies
Journal responses to suspected miscon-

duct should be fair and consistent. It is there-
fore helpful to have a written policy for how
such cases are handled. Many journals refer to
the COPE flowcharts which suggest a step-by-
step approach for many types of case [2]. Beca-
use cases of serious misconduct are rare, most
editors will not have experience of handling
them, therefore journal publishers often play an
important role and should be involved in deve-
loping policies. Many larger publishers provide
resources to editors such as guidelines, websi-
tes, and helpdesks [5–8].

The COPE Code of Conduct for journal
editors states that "Editors have a duty to act if
they suspect misconduct or if an allegation of
misconduct is brought to them. This duty extends
to both published and unpublished papers. Edi-
tors should not simply reject papers that raise
concerns about possible misconduct. They are
ethically obliged to pursue alleged cases… Edi-
tors should make all reasonable efforts to en-
sure that a proper investigation into alleged
misconduct is conducted; if this does not hap-
pen, editors should make all reasonable attempts
to persist in obtaining a resolution to the prob-
lem. This is an onerous but important duty". [9].
Individual journal or publisher policies should
provide detailed guidance such as when to con-
tact an institution.

Journal responses to misconduct
affecting published material
As well as having systems for handling

cases of suspected misconduct, journals require

policies and processes for retracting or correc-
ting false information that they have published.
Many journals refer to the COPE guidelines on
retractions, which also cover corrections and
expressions of concern [10]. Because retracti-
ons may be used both in cases of honest (unin-
tentional) error and of fraud, COPE recom-
mends that retraction statements should include
the reason for the retraction. This may require
liaison with the institution if an investigation
has taken place. Authors may object to retrac-
tion notices that mention misconduct and may
argue for more vague wording or even threaten
legal action against the journal. Editors should
take legal advice to avoid defamatory wording
but should nevertheless strive to provide an in-
formative statement. If the institution has issued a
public statement following an investigation this
makes the journal editor's task much easier,
since the statement can be quoted and referen-
ced without fear of reprisal. In some cases, not
all of the authors will agree to a retraction and
this information should generally be included
in a retraction notice. If the authors refuse to
cooperate, a retraction notice may be issued by
the editor, and/or publisher, or by the institution.

Expressions of concern may be used if
the author's institution refuses to investigate the
case, if the editor does not have confidence in
the outcome of an investigation, or if an
investigation is underway but will not report
for some time. An expression of concern can
alert readers to a potentially unreliable public-
cation, but may later be converted into a retrac-
tion or correction, or itself retracted, depending
on the outcome of the investigation. Authors
(and institutions) sometimes request that an
expression of concern be issued rather than a
retraction, perhaps mistakenly viewing this as a
less severe sanction and hoping to avoid a ret-
raction. Journals therefore need clear policies
on when retractions, corrections, and expres-
sions of concern are appropriate. The COPE gui-
delines may be helpful in determining this [10].

Editors need to be aware that authors may
request a retraction (or correction) on the gro-
unds of an innocent error when, in fact, the case
is subject to a misconduct inquiry. Using this
tactic, the authors hope to have their work retrac-
ted without mention of any misconduct. To avoid
this, if authors request a retraction but the edi-
tor has any suspicion that misconduct may have
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occurred, the authors' institution should be con-
tacted to find out if an investigation is under-
way. It is usually advisable to wait until an inves-
tigation has concluded before issuing a retrac-
tion, so that the retraction notice can refer to its
findings, but an expression of concern may be
used to alert readers to an ongoing investigation.

Journal responses to misconduct
relating to unpublished submissions
Journal responsibilities in cases that have

been properly investigated by an appropriate
authority are, in some respects, clearcut. Jour-
nals have a responsibility to protect readers
from unreliable or misleading work and should
therefore endeavour to publish a retraction or
correction as soon as the investigation has con-
cluded and found that published work is unre-
liable. However, cases relating to unpublished
work raise special concerns for journals, espe-
cially if the institution is unresponsive. In such
cases, editors may feel responsible for trying to
prevent authors from submitting the work to
another, less vigilant, journal, but they gene-
rally have no means to do this. Especially if no
investigation has taken place, it is not usually
appropriate to share information about suspect-
ted misconduct with other editors. In response
to this dilemma, COPE has issued a discussion
document (but no formal guidance) on this
topic [11]. One contributor to the discussion
noted that such communications should be
'non-judgemental, factual and cautious'.

Journal responses to institutions
The COPE guidelines on cooperation

between journals and institutions emphasize the
importance of journals responding appropriately
when contacted by an institution [1]. Such com-
munication usually occurs at the conclusion of
an investigation, to inform the journal of the
outcome and of any affected publiccations. Ho-
wever, institutions may also contact journals to
seek information. Sadly, journals do not always
respond appropriately and, for example, some-
times fail to retract fraudulent or unethical
work, despite clear communications from insti-
tutions or other investigatory bodies [12, 13].

Journal responses to 'questionable
practices' and minor offences
Most editors would contact an institution

only if they suspected the author had commit-

ted a relatively serious form of misconduct
such as major plagiarism or data fabrication.
However, journals also need policies for han-
dling so-called 'questionable practices' and minor
offences which, while not considered full-blown
misconduct, should, nonetheless be discoura-
ged. For example, if a junior author copied a
single sentence from another article in their
Introduction, but this was detected before pub-
lication and the author advised to paraphrase it
or put it in quotation marks, most editors would
consider it disproportionate to inform their in-
stitution. On the other hand, if an entire article
was plagiarised, editors would expect to inform
the institution. Therefore journals need to deter-
mine how much copying constitutes plagiarism
of sufficient severity to warrant informing the
institution. The answer may not be straightfor-
ward, as plagiarism depends not only on the
number of words copied, but also on their con-
text and originality [14]. Similarly, defining re-
dundant publication requires judgement, since
there may be legitimate reasons for repeating
parts of previous works, such as the methods
section. However, while requiring editorial jud-
gement and flexibility in their enforcement,
journal policies are helpful to ensure consistency.

Editors also need to realise that their de-
finitions of misconduct may differ from those
of institutions. For example, submitting a manu-
script to more than one journal simultaneously
is outlawed by journals but may fall outside the
definition of misconduct used by institutions
and research integrity organizations. Similarly,
including a senior figure who made little or no
contribution to the work as a guest author would
go against journal guidelines but may not be
considered misconduct by an institution.

The COPE retraction guidelines state that
the purpose of retractions is to correct the lite-
rature, not to punish authors. It can also be
argued that journals have no legal standing to
discipline authors, and that this should be left
to their institution, employer or funder. Yet,
editors sometimes seek to sanction authors, for
instance by refusing to consider future submis-
sions from them for a certain period. COPE does
not endorse such sanctions, and such blacklis-
ting could, in theory, make the journal (or pub-
lisher) vulnerable to legal action (such as suits
for restriction of trade). However, other actions
by journals may be more appropriate but may
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still have a deterrent effect. A letter from a jour-
nal editor expressing disappointment over the
behaviour of an author or reviewer, but not re-
questing that the institution should investigate
the case, may be effective, especially if copied
to the individual's Head of Department or Dean.
One editor (and former COPE Council mem-
ber) described such correspondence as writing
to authors 'more in sorrow than in anger'.

The need to educate authors
Problems sometimes arise because authors

are unaware of the norms and conventions of
scholarly publishing. Journal editors have an
important opportunity to educate authors and
peer reviewers (and, perhaps, also to reassure
readers) both in their instructions and in occa-
sional editorials. Journal submission systems
should also be configured to make authors aware
of journal policies and promote good practice
(for example, by explaining authorship criteria
and requiring disclosures of any conflicts of
interest). It is impossible to make authors read
such guidance, but providing it at least protects
journals from author claims that they did not
realise what they did was unacceptable. It is also
helpful to provide information about how the
journal handles cases of suspected misconduct
and, in particular, the circumstances under which
it would retract an article. The guidelines on
Responsible Research Publication: Internatio-
nal Standards for Authors developed at the 2nd

World Conference on Research Integrity in 2011
may be a useful resource for journals [6].

Strengthening the link between
journals and institutions
Journals and institutions need to under-

stand their different, but complementary, respon-
sibilities in cases of possible research and pub-
lication misconduct. They also need to under-
stand and respect the different constitutional and
legal frameworks under which they operate.
Editors have a responsibility for what they pub-
lish and a duty to rectify misleading publica-
tions. Editors also have important responsibi-
lities because they are often the first people to
have evidence of problems. However, journals
should not attempt formal investigations – these
should be the responsibility of the relevant insti-
tution. Such investigations and disciplinary pro-
ceedings are generally conducted confidentially

and institutions in some countries may be con-
strained in the amount of information they can
release (e.g. under employment law provisions).
However, most institutions recognise the need
for unreliable publications to be retracted and
therefore for affected journals to be informed.
Sadly, there are examples of institutions failing
to respond to journals' requests for investiga-
tions and also instances of journals failing to
respond appropriately to institutions [4, 12, 13].
As shown in this article, the correct response
requires careful judgment. Following the correct
procedures can also be time-consuming [15].

Further guidance on the difficult questi-
ons raised, and promoting understanding of the
respective roles of journals and institutions, is
needed. This topic was discussed at the 3rd World
Conference on Research Integrity in Montreal
in 2013 [16]. It is hoped that these discussions
will form the basis for further guidelines.

Conclusion
Journals and institutions have different

constitutional and legal frameworks under which
they operate, but complementary responsibili-
ties and roles to play in cases of suspected rese-
arch and publication misconduct. Editors should
take responsibility for everything they publish
and should alert institutions to initiate formal
investigations into cases of possible serious mis-
conduct. Institutions should respond to jour-
nals' requests for investigations of cases of pos-
sible misconduct and should inform journals if
they have published unreliable or misleading
articles. Such articles should be retracted or cor-
rected. Following international standards, jour-
nals need to develop editorial and publishing
policies, consistent with the policies of research
institutions, to inform and educate researchers
in research integrity, and for handling cases of
suspected scientific and publication misconduct.
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Р е з и м е

КАКО ТРЕБА УРЕДНИЦИТЕ
НА СПИСАНИJA ДА ОДГОВОРАТ
НА СОМНИТЕЛНИ СЛУЧАИ
ЗА НЕДОЛИЧНО ОДНЕСУВАЊЕ?

Елизабет Вагер

Публицистички консултант, „Сајдвју“,
Велика Британија; визитинг-професор
на Mедицинскиот факултет,
Универзитет во Сплит, Р. Хрватска

Списанијата и институциите имаат значај-
ни комплементарни улоги во случаи на сомне-
вање за истражувачко и публицистичко недо-
лично однесување. Списанијата треба да презе-
мат одговорност за сè што објавуваат и треба да
ги алармираат институциите за случаи на можно
сериозно недолично однесување, но не треба да
се обидуваат да ги истражат ваквите случаи.
Институциите треба да преземат одговорност за
своите истражувачи и за испитување на слу-
чаите на можни злоупотреби и да ги информи-
раат списанијата доколку тие објавиле неверо-
достојни или погрешни статии, така што тие
може да се повлечат или поправат. Списанијата
и институциите треба да имаат свои политики за
постапување со вакви случаи и овие политики
треба да ги почитуваат нивните различни улоги.

Клучни зборови: публицистичка етика, недолично
однесување во истражувањето, научни списанија,
повлекување труд.


